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Limitation of Liability
while the Editor and Publisher of this book have made reasonable efforts to
ensure the accuracy and timeliness of the information contained herein, nei-

ther the Editor nor the Publisher shall have any liability with respect to loss or
damage caused or alleged to be caused by reliance on any information con-

tained herein.
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This is a major revision of the IBM Dictionary of Computing, SC20-1699-8'

which is maáe obsolete by this edition. changes are made periodically to the

information provided herein.

It is possible that this material may contain reference to, or information about,
IBIvi products (machines and programs), programming, or services that are

not announced in your country. Such references or information must not be

construed to mean that IBM intends to announce such IBM products, pro-
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Óorporation, Department 8371656, P. O. Box 12195, Research Tliangle Park,
NC 27709.
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software

software eng
scientific and

experience to
of software to

software package A complete and documented set of
programs supplied to several users for a generic appli_
ðation or function. Some softwa¡e packfes a.. ált"r_
able for a specihc application. (T) -

software piracy Illegal use or copying of software
products. (T)

software.recording facility (SRF) A facility used by
functional recovery routines to write sysíem er.or
records.

SOH (l) The starr-of-heading characrer. (I) (A)
(2) Staf-of-header character

solicited message (1) In MSS, a message from the
mass storage control to the processing unit that is
9Ipglt9d by rhar processing unit. 1Z¡ Aiesponse from
VTAM to a command entèred by a program operator.
Contrast with unsolicited message.

solicit operation In VTAM, the process of obtaining
or attempting to obtain data from ã local BSC or start_
stop terminal or from a 3270 Inforrnation Display
System and moving the data into VTAM buffers.

solicit request Any request that causes VTAM to
pertbrm a solicit operation.

solid logic technology (SLT) modules
used in 

^computers that resu circuitry
because of reduced distanc , for el.

solid state component A component whose operation
depends on cont¡ol of electric òr magnetic phenomena
in .solids; for example, a transistoi a crystãt ãìoae.
(A)

solid state computer A computer that uses solid
state, or semiconductor, compõnents, Synonymous
with second generation computèr.

SOM Start-of-message code.

ìo-..:: In SAA usage,, a choice in the View pull_
down that a user can select to specify particular items
to be displayed. See also All, 8i.... - '

sonic delay line Synonym for acoustic delay line.

sort (l) The operation of sorting. (A) (2) In word

Note: lorting involves ordering but need not involve
sequencing, for the groups may be arranged in an a¡bi_
trary order.

sort blocking factor In sorting, the number of data
records to be placed in each bloðk.

cop
Exit

ter
Tray

Sorter

program that can
in a prescribed

sorlmerge program A processing
be used to sort or merge re"orãs
sequence.




